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cess of forming elementary covariants, and in the formation of simultaneous invariants and covariants, in particular the combinants. Gordan's theorem on the finiteness of the form-system constitutes the most important recent advance In this theory; this theorem states that there is only a finite number of invariants and covariants of a binary form or of a system of such forms. Gordan has also given a method for the formation of the complete form-system, and has carried out the same for the case of binary forms of the fifth and sixth orders. Hilbert (1890) showed the finite-ness of the complete systems for forms of n variables.*
To refer in a word to the great significance of the theory of invariants for other branches of mathematics, let it suffice to mention that the theory of binary forms has been transferred by Clebsch to that of ternary forms (in particular for equations in line co-ordinates); that the form of the third order finds its representation in a space-curve of the third order, while binary forms of the fourth order play a great part in the theory of plane curves of the third order, and assist in the solution of the equation of the fourth degree as well as in the transformation of the elliptic integral of the first class into Hermite's normal form ; finally that combinants can be effectively introduced in the transformation of equations of the fifth and sixth degrees. The results of investigations by Clebsch, Weierstrass, Klein, Bianchi, and Burckhardt, have shown the great significance of the theory of invariants for the theory of the hyperelliptic and Abelian functions. This theory has been further used by ChristoSel and Lipschitz in the representation of the line-element, by Sylvester, Halphen, and Lie in the cas® of reciprocants or differential invariants in the theory of dif-
* Meyer, W. F., " B®richt fiber den gegenwartigen Stand d«r Invafianten-theorie."   Jakresbericht der dtutschen Mathematiker~Vereinigung, Bd. I.

